Ab initio structural models were constructed using DAMMIF (5) for eight independent SAXS data sets collected at 1, 2 and 4 mg/ml VAI in the absence and presence of Mg 2+ . For each structure, 25 simulated annealing runs were performed and the resulting models were superimposed, averaged and filtered using DAMAVER (6). The resulting dummy-atom models were superimposed using SUPCOMB (7) and are depicted as beads of different colors. The maximal normalized spatial discrepancy (NSD) within the group is 0.536. b Radius of gyration obtained from the second moment of the p(r) distribution using GNOM (10).
c Maximum dimension. D Max was determined by the minimum of Χ 2 as this parameter was incremented using GNOM (10) . d The Porod volume was determined with DATPOROD (11) .
